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Manuscript Writing 
What is a Research Paper?



http://gmwgroup.harvard.edu/pubs/index.php?b=2010&t=2019

George M. Whitesides

According to his website, he has over 1200 published 
works!



Manuscript Writing 
What is a Research Paper?

G.M. Whitesides, Adv. Mater., 2004, 16, No. 15,  August 4
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Importance of Outline

“ An outline itself contains little text. If you and I can 
agree on the details of the outline (that is, on the data and 
organization), the supporting text can be assembled fairly 
easily. If we do not agree on the outline, any text is 
useless. 

G.M. Whitesides, Adv. Mater., 2004, 16, No. 15,  August 4

Communication between student/professor & 
research team.



• “Communication is always difficult.”

• “A scientist who does not communicate, 
is a depressed soul.” 



Creation - Starting



Creation - Starting

Develop a research manuscript from an outline to 
communicate

• Title: Descriptive of the Work Performed. (truly important)

• Authors (Byline or Affiliation)

• Abstract: what was done, the main findings.

• Introduction:  Describe the reasons for doing the work. 
Context (describe where the field was before the research 
and how it has been advanced). 

• Experimental:  How the experiments were performed, 
permitting their repetition. 

• Results:  The results obtained and how they were 
interpreted. 

• Conclusions:  how the field was advanced, what was 
learned. Do not restate the results.



How to Start
The Craft

• Write your message, write the scientific 
advancement, write it for yourself. 

• Use [  ]  to emphasize un-necessary words. 

• Accept that writing requires a lot of hard work. 
Accept that you will need a number of revisions to 
clearly express your contribution. 

• Learn to be your own critic, demand improvements 
from yourself. Review prior revisions, try to avoid 
repeating mistakes.

• Choose one or more well written papers that 
become your role models. Learn from the masters. 

This is the craft – that requires a lot of work, but becomes 

much easier as it is practiced. 

On Writing Well, William Zinsser, The Classic Guide to Writing 

Nonfiction,



“Clear thinking becomes clear writing; 
one can’t exist without the other. Its 
impossible for a muddy thinker to write 
good English.”

On Writing Well, William Zinsser, The 

Classic Guide to Writing Nonfiction, 

page 8

Auto-revision



“writing is not a special language owned by 
the English teacher. Writing is thinking on 
paper. Anyone who thinks clearly can write 
clearly, about anything at all. Science, 
demystified, is just another nonfiction 
subject. Writing, demystified is just 
another way for scientists to transmit what 
they know.” Zinsser page 159 – 160.

Auto-revision

“The continuous effort to understand, analyze, 
summarize, and reformulate hypotheses on paper will 
be immensely more efficient for you than a process in 
which you collect data and only start to organize them 
when their collection is “complete”. “

G.M. Whitesides, Adv. Mater., 2004, 16, No. 15,  August 4



Clutter

• “Clutter is the laborious phrase that has pushed out the 

short word that means the same thing.”

• “Clutter is the official language used by corporations and 

government to hide their mistakes.”

• “At the present time we are experiencing 
precipitation”.

• “The timing apparatus is not currently working.”



Clutter
“Omit empty phrases such as:

• As already stated

• It has been found

• It has long been known that 

• It is interesting to note that 

• It is worth mentioning at this point

• It may be said that 

• It was demonstrated that

• As can be seen 

• It is imperative to note 

• In order

ACS Style Guide, 2006, page 54. 



Mastering the Craft
Professor’s Valuable Revision



“Fresh Eyes”

• After a while it becomes difficult to see 
errors, you get used to them. 

• Ask a collaborator to read it.

• Reserve one of the authors to be the 
fresh eyes for the final drafts. 

• Not uncommon to have over 20 drafts 
before submitting. 



Simple Declarative 
Sentences

• “Short, simple declarative sentences—that is, 
sentences that make statements, rather than 
pose questions, issue commands, or exclaim—are 
the easiest to write and the easiest to read.”

ACS Style Guide, 3rd Edition, page 41



Simple Declarative Sentences

• Experimental:  How the experiments were 
performed, permitting their repetition. 

• “Why use DoE? DoE has been extensively used in 
the design of processes in order to understand the 
effects of multiple interactions of parameters on 
the quality of the …..

• The powder mixtures were prepared following a D-
optimal design ……



Simplicity – Strip Every Sentence 
to its Cleanest Components

Experimental:  How the experiments were 
performed, permitting their repetition. 

• The temperature control is important in order to 
maintain the system isothermally. 

• The temperature control is important [in order] 
to maintain the system isothermally. 

• The temperature was maintained at 30oC using 
a…….. control. 



Simplicity – Strip the sentence to its 
barest components.

Results:  The results obtained and how they were 
interpreted.

• “As can be seen, the three spectra exhibited an 
identical profile (i.e., no difference in chemical 
composition between samples was apparent); 
however, the spectra were shifted by effect of 
differences in physical properties between samples”

• “[As can be seen], the three spectra exhibited an 
identical profile [(i.e., no difference in chemical 
composition between samples was apparent)]; 
however, the spectra were shifted by effect of 
differences in physical properties between samples”

• Alternative: Figure # shows three spectra that differ 
only in baseline. The change in baseline is caused by 
differences in the physical properties of the samples. 



Selecting a Journal to Publish 
your Research 

 

 

JOURNAL 
 

IF 2014 SCOPE OF JOURNAL  Fit for Research 

Applied 
Spectroscopy 

2.014 publishing high-quality articles, both 
fundamental and applied, covering all 
aspects of spectroscopy. Established in 
1951, the journal is owned by the 
Society for Applied Spectroscopy and 
is published monthly. The journal is 
dedicated to fulfilling the mission of the 
Society to “…advance and disseminate 
knowledge and information concerning 
the art and science of spectroscopy 
and other allied sciences.”  All 
manuscripts are rigorously peer-
reviewed. 

1. Is manuscript within scope of journal? 
2. Is it likely that journal will have suitable 

reviewers for manuscript?. Are one or 
more of the references published in this 
journal? Are similar articles published in 
journal?  

3. Evaluate recent journal publications. 
Would I feel proud to publish in this 
journal? (Format, presentation)  

4. Length of time to obtain article review. 
5. Previous experience with journal. 

Received reviews in timely manner? 
Received fair treatment in revision 
process? Served as reviewer of journal? 

6. Consider impact factor.  
    

    

 



Impact Factor

Scientometrics, 2009, 79(3), 635 – 649.

A measure of the average number of citations to recent articles that 
are published in that journal



Impact Factor

• Developed by Thompson’s Scientific ISI Web of 
Knowledge Data base – and annually updated. 

• Recommend comparing a journal’s impact 
factor to others in the same subject area. 

libguides.lib.msu/edu.impactfactors



D. Butler, The Dark Side of Publishing, Nature, 2013, 495, 433 – 435. 

There are a number 
of companies with 
fake peer review 
procedures.   Pay to 
publish practices



Manuscript Submission

• Journals have highly automated systems.  for 
handling submissions. 

• Upload the manuscript in its parts: abstracts, 
text, tables, figures. The system then 
consolidates all these parts and makes a .pdf for 
your review. 

• We usually make a .pdf and then review it, and 
make many other .pdf files to thoroughly check 
the manuscript for up to a week before finally 
submitting it. 



Manuscript Submission & Auto-revision

• Just before submitting generate a .pdf 
version of the manuscript. This will allow 
you to see what the reviewer will see 
eventually. 

• Review and improve. Are the figures of high 
quality, will the reviewers learn from them?

• Print out and verify one more time, before 
finally submitting. 



Peer Review Process



Who is the Peer Reviewer?

• 2 – 3 scientists who have published in the field 
relative to the paper. 

• One of the scientists that you referenced in the 
manuscript (or that you should have..)

• A busy person, don’t make the reviewer waste 
time. 

• A peer that will help you improve your work. 
More often a friend than enemy. 

• Someone that you nominated (way of increasing 
an Editor’s database). Practically all journals 
require that you suggest four reviewers. 



Review Time

• It may take 3 days or even a month for the journal to 
assign the reviewers. 

• Reviewers are usually given 3 – 4 weeks to provide 
review. 

• Journal provides a web site that keeps you up to date on 
the progress of the review process. 



Review Time

• Most journals provide 
reviews in 2 – 3 months. 

• Journals try to keep the 
review process short to be 
attractive to potential 
authors. 



Challenges of Being a Peer 
Reviewer

• Defining and identifying the contribution. 
Context of contribution.  

• Understanding what was done. 

• Linking the experimental and results 
sections. 

• Following the sequence of experiments. 

• Traveling back and forth between text and 
figures + tables. They are separated. 

The better your manuscript, the more that you 
will minimize the challenges for the reviewer. 



Definition of Context

• Full Definition of CONTEXT

• 1 - the parts of a discourse that surround a 
word or passage and can throw light on its 
meaning

• 2 the interrelated conditions in which 
something exists or 
occurs : ENVIRONMENT, SETTING <the 
historical context of the war>

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/context- Sept 1, 2015. 

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/discourse[1]
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/interrelated
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/environment
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/setting
http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/context- Sept 1


Context – Defines Contribution

• The first time that the particle size of a 
material is controlled (or the first 
nanoparticles), even though the material 
was synthesized many years ago. 

• The first time that an analytical technique 
has been used to understand a 
pharmaceutical process. 

• The first theoretical approach for 
observations made years ago. 

Discussion of Context needs to convince that 
contribution is important. 



Context

Colón, Y., Florian, M., Acevedo, D., Méndez, R., Romañach, R., 2014. Near 
Infrared Method Development for a Continuous Manufacturing Blending Process, 
J Pharm Innov 9, 291-301



The contributions of Peer Reviewers

Reviewer provides: 

1.Evaluation of work. Is the work original and worthy of 
publication as an advancement in science? Check that 
work has not published before. 

2.Corrections & improvements that are needed before 
publication. Manuscript will be substantially better after 
the review process. 

3.Alert editors on possible cases of fraud, ethical issues 
(work should not be published as original in two or 
more journals).



Role of Reviewers

Dear Professor Romanach,

A paper by ------ appeared in another journal 51 (2006) 419-
426. I am enclosing the pdf file of this paper. As I see, the 
authors described there their NIR method for the determination 
of ----- acid in tablets in the transmittance mode. The ------
paper was accepted for publication in April, 2006, when the 
authors submitted their manuscript to our journal. It is difficult 
to understand why the authors do not even mention in the 
manuscript submitted to JPBA the other paper. When you send 
me your opinion, please take the existence of other paper also 
into consideration. Although the other reviewer accepted the 
first revision of the paper, I shall accept your opinion whatever 
it will be. I think the publication of the --------. paper detracts 
from the value the present manuscript which is questionable 
anyway. With best regards,



http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/review/peer.asp

http://journalauthors.tandf.co.uk/review/peer.asp


Progress of Manuscript Review



Dealing with Reviews



Dealing with Reviews

• Sometimes need to wait a few days after 
receiving the review. Calm down. 

• Carefully consider reviews. If the reviewer was 
confused, many other readers will be. 

• Need to address point by point each of the 
revier’s comments, although some may be 
combined. 

• Some journals will require a manuscript version 
with the changes indicated and others with the 
improvements. Others just a version with the 
changes.



Letter to Editor

Dear Editor,

The authors thank the reviewers for their extremely 
valuable revision to correct the manuscript and improve 
the quality of the manuscript for an eventual publication. 

We have improved the manuscript following the 
reviewers’ suggestions. In addition, we have improved 
Tables II and III to more clearly specify the RMSEP and 
RSEP(%).  

We provide the following detailed responses to the 
reviewers suggestions: 



Example of Response to Review

• Reviewer comment in bold. 

• We have amended the manuscript to explain that the 
differences in the calibration models are also related 
to the difficulty in measuring the volume of solids and 
the fact that the material has a number of voids or 
pores. 

• h- Line 328, ".. critical product parameters ..": 
Shouldn't it be "critical process parameters"? 

• Yes, the correction was made. 



Paper Acceptance



Galley Proof

You will receive the galley proof in the most 
uncomfortable moment, when you have too much 
work or are traveling. 

They want the galley proof within 48 hours. 

Changes must be minimal, now done mostly on-line



Paper Published: the End Result  

and the Beginning

• Papers will be listed in your resume or 
graduate school applications. 

• Help a company or professors 
understand how you can contribute. 

• Interviews: What was exactly your 
contribution. 

• “Past behavior predicts future 
behavior.”



Paper Published
End Result, Beginning or Continuation for your 

Professor


